
BUILD BOOK
WA R H A M M E R  4 0 K

O R K  B I G  M E K  A N D  G R E T C H I N O I L E R



SOURCE MATERIAL
• Warhammer 40k is a miniature war game produced by Games Workshop. Players enact 

battles between opposing forces using miniature figurines of warriors and models of fighting 
vehicles. The playing area as a tabletop model of a battlefield.

• Miniature models – Games Workshop sells a variety of plastic and resin models and players 
must assemble and paint the miniatures themselves. Models are approximately 1:60 scale ratio.

• Warhammer 40k is set in the distant future, where a stagnant human civilization is beset by 
hostile aliens and malevolent supernatural creatures.  

• Factions in the 40k universe include: The Imperium of Man, Chaos, Eldar,  Tyranids, Tau, 
Necron, and Orks. 



ORKS
• The Orks, also called Greenskins, are a savage, warlike 

race of humanoids who are spread across the galaxy. 
Numerous beyond belief and driven to fight and 
conquer, the Orks threaten every intelligent species 
they encounter. 

• The Orks unquenchable thirst for battle has always 
provided their downfall. Historically, the Ork tribes have 
spent much of their time fighting amongst themselves, 
waging brutal wars with only the strongest surviving.

• On occasion, an Ork leader will emerge who is mighty 
enough to defeat his rivals and unite the warring tribes. 
His success draws others to him, and soon a great 
WAAAAAGH! is underway – partly a migration, 
partly a holy war that can exterminate populations of 
entire star systems. 

"Of all the races I have battled 
throughout the galaxy, the Ork is the 
hardest to comprehend. They wage war 
with machines that should not work, 
care little for strategic gains, and are just 
as likely to slaughter each other as the 
enemy. How does one battle an enemy 
that defies all logic?“

— Rogue Trader Varnael Larik



BAD MOONS

• The Bad Moons are the richest Orks around, because their 
teef grow faster than anyone else’s. 

• They trade with other Orks to get the biggest gunz, the 
flashiest wargear, and the best food, but are not as 
concerned with close combat as other Orkz.

• Bad Moons love gold and they favor strikingly-patterned 
golden yellow and black for the wargear.

""Each of der clans 'as 'dere own partic'lar fing, see? 'Da Evil Sunz is fast an' loves 'dere trukks, 'da 
Deathskulls is a bunch of filchas, Bad Moons is snobby an' flash, 'da Blood Axes is a pack of filty 'umie
luvvas, an' 'da Snakebites is jus' weird. Us Goffs is 'da biggest an' 'da greenest an' 'da meanest uv course, 
'dats wot makes us 'da best bosses.“
— Galthaza, Goff 'Ard Boy



DESIGN CONCEPT: BAD MOONS BIG MEK

• Strange amalgams of engineers and mad 
scientists, Mek Boyz are the jovially imprecise 
crafstmen responsible for producing the bulk 
of Orkish wargear. 

• These Orks are blessed with a greater ability 
to modify machinery than other Orks and a 
willingness to put these skills to use regardless 
of personal risk.

• Big Meks devise more potent kinds of wargear
such as Mega-Armor and Kustom-Blastas.

"Ere, pass me 'dat wossname, 'dat welda. Yeah, 'dat's
'da one. Now, watch 'dis!"
— Last words of Golmak Spannabreaka, Mekboy



DESIGN CONCEPT: GRETCHIN OILER

• Gretchin or Grotz are a 
smaller subspecies of Orks, 
who are more cowardly and 
usually used as living shields, to 
clear mine fields, stepped on 
to get through difficult terrain, 
and sometimes used as 
emergency rations. 

• Gretchins are low in the Ork
hierarchy because of their 
small size and are often used 
for the dirtiest jobs.

• They are often used to 
maintain war machines and 
artillery, and serve as 
assistants to Mek Boyz.

""What’s it? What’s it? Give Sniklat the shiny."
— Sniklat Daggerback.



THE CHARACTER: ZZAPDAKKA AMMADAT
As one of the boyz, Zzapdakka has always been curious about 
technology and was given a kicking on several occasions for 
messing with trucks and shootas. A fateful incident involving a 
cave Squig, four gallons of Squig ale and a head butting contest 
left him in the care of Dok Teefsnatcha who built him a new 
face and passed him to the Clan Mek as free labor. 

He watched and learned, and when the time was right (dark 
and no one else watching) he disposed of his boss, with the 
aid of Gubbinz, his long-suffering Gretchin assistant. Having no 
teef of his own, Zzapdakka has had to work hard and fight 
more then usual for a Mek, but his suit of custom mega armor 
with Trakta Kannons suits his style well. The Trakta pulls the 
enemies to him, or their bulk flies him forward to "smash it 
propa like."

Zzapdakka Ammadat, also known as Fred Reed



THE CHARACTER: GUBBINZ
Tall for a Gretchin, Gubbinz had initially been 
adopted as a pet by Mek Mornailz. That kept 
him from being used to clear mines, test 
"xpurementul sekrut shootas“, or simply get 
eaten as a snack. He accepted his place as a 
"prancing idjit" and bided his time. 

An unlikely alliance formed between 
Gubbinz and Mornailz new apprentice,  
Zzapdakka. Not long after, Gubbinz removed 
Mek Mornailz brakes and juiced the fuel with 
pure Squig alcohol. One race and a fiery 
explosion later, Gubbins had a new boss –
Zzapdakka. They have a good working 
relationship. Gubbins does as he's told and 
spies for Zzap, and Zzap doesn't "kick his 
teef in for being a lazy grot“. 

Gubbinz, also known as Elle Reed



CONSTRUCTION



DETERMINING SCALE
To determine the dimensions of the Big Mek, we measured the 
Games Workshop resin model using calipers and then scaled up 
to accommodate the frame of a human being inside.  Given the 
1:60 scale of the typical Games Workshop model, it was critical 
to do the math before determining whether the project could be 
accomplished. Once scaling measurements were taken, it was 
determined that the final creation would be approximately 7 feet 
wide and 9 feet tall.



ENGINEERING THE FRAME
It was determined that a PVC frame would be the best option to 
provide a strong skeleton while not adding significant weight to 
what would become a massive build. ABS plastic strips and 
triangles were held in place with pop rivets, and were used to 
provide attachment points for the foundation, buckles, and straps.



ENGINEERING THE FRAME



FOUNDATION FOAM WORK
First step in the foam work process was to add basic shapes to the skeleton to 
determine that pieces would fit together and that Fred would be able to walk and 
move in the costume. Calipers were used to determine distances from piece to 
piece. Bearing in mind that NO PIECE OF ORK TEK IS THE SAME from one to 
the next, tremendous latitude was taken in the construction of the costume. 

Once the foundation foam was placed, several issues became apparent: 

• It was heavy and additional padding would be required on the straps

• It was front-heavy, therefore a triangle of support was added to the harness to 
shift the weight backwards

• Additional support was required to hold the arms in place, therefore faux 
pistons were added with bungie cords encased inside to force the arms out 
and up.



FOUNDATION FOAM WORK



FOUNDATION FOAM WORK



FOUNDATION FOAM WORK



DETAILING: HEAD
The head was used as the test piece and was chosen because it included 
nearly all the techniques that would be incorporated into the overall 
costume. This means that the head was construction, detailed, and painted 
before moving onto any other piece.  Harbor Freight EVA foam mats were 
used for the bulk of construction, foam dowels and high density foam were 
used for detail work. In addition, HVAC remnants were incorporated.

A hole was left open on the underside of the head to provide access for a 
handler to feed through water, tissue, and any other basic needs. 



DETAILING: HEAD



DETAILING: BODY
The same materials used for the head were used for the body and other parts of the 
costume. The power pack houses the electronics for the LED lighting rig and is hidden 
behind the Ork Bad Moons glyph. The torso and power pack had to be constructed and 
painted separately inside and then moved into the garage for assembly because combined 
they were too large to fit through doors and hallways.  The body also had two fans fit 
into it internally – one fan faces Fred’s face and another vents out through the back of 
the torso to move fresh air through continually.



DETAILING: BODY



DETAILING: LEGS
The base of the feet are constructed of ½ inch pine sheets and 1”x1” baton. 
This needed to be solid in order to attach hinges for the ankles, to 
incorporate a 6 inch lift, and support the overall weight of the costume. Slip-
on shoes are attached to the wooden block so the wearer can insert his 
foot in without assistance.

The remainder of the foam work consisted of detailing, rivets, nicks, cuts, 
and battle wear. The Mek and Bad Moons glyphs were added as a final 
touch.



DETAILING: LEGS



DETAILING: ARMS
Unique features of the arms include:

• To signify the function of the Zzap Gun, a plasma ball was incorporated 
into the front of the gun and is battery powered.

• Plumbing components were used to build out details.

• Handles were build into the inside of the arms and additional anchor 
points were added for the faux pistons.



DETAILING: ARMS



DETAILING: TRAKTA KANNONS
Unique features of the Trakta Kannons:

• The Kannons consist of six pieces – three guns, two Tesla coils, and one support 
frame.

• To assist with balance, the Kannons were shifted back further than what is shown 
on the model (because falling over is bad.)

• The support frame slots into holes on the torso to hold it in place.

• PVC pipes with end caps lock the gun into the support frame.



DETAILING: TRAKTA KANNONS



INTEGRATING THE PIECES
Several test fittings were done throughout the construction process 
and adjustments were made to ensure wearability and durability. 

Quick release clips are used to assemble and hold together the 
pieces.

To create the effect of a hydraulic system, ¾ inch male screw threads 
were built into the torso and limbs and washing machine hoses are 
attached.



BITS 
AND 
BOBS

Clear plastic bowls from 
the party store for lights

Making big Ork butt from 
upholstery foam

Creating a wearable shoe 
inside the boot

Adding details to simulate 
welding lines

Creating nuts, bolts, and 
rivets from EVA foam

Using caulk to create a skin effect 
on the Ork head

Using painted aluminum 
foil to reflect LED lights

Plasma ball and Styrofoam 
for weapon detailing

Making SO MANY 
RIVETS from foam!



PAINTING
Weathering with AcrylicosVallejo as told by Fred Reed:

• The primer and base coat was golden yellow Behr external paint. All the rest was Vallejo products. I'm a big fan of their huge range of 
colors, consistent quality and high pigment count.

• Stage 1. Using brown primer I airbrushed round all the details, wasn't that careful, as I know the following stages will blend, tone down, or 
eradicate that color. I also applied rusty streaks from rivets and locations I thought water would accumulate.

• Stage 2. Airbrush gold yellow (a little lighter than the original base color.) All over I used this stage to tone down the brown and tidy it up.

• Stage 3. Sun yellow is airbrushed onto raised areas, edges of detail and the edge of the plate.

• Stage 4. 50/50 mix of sun yellow and white primer airbrushed onto the same areas as 3, but thinner, sharper highlights. (Point of note --
I’m trying to recreate the effects of light and I’m assuming its coming from above.)

• Stage 5. Using gunmetal with a little black, I brush on chips, dings, scrapes whatever... some are actual details I've put in the foam and 
others are painted on the flat surface.

• Stage 6. Go around all the damage and apply silver.  Highlight raised areas. There's gentle drybrushing and stippling as well as direct 
application.

• Stage 7. Back to the brown primer. Dilute the paint and turn down the power. This allows you to get closer, have more control and 
airbrush thinner lines. Reapply on the areas you did initially but smaller. You're looking to create graduated effects to the rust.

• Stage 8. Mix fiery orange with a little white. Paint thin lines on the brown rust streaks. Sometimes I paint them and then blend with a wet 
brush. Others I'll paint the line in water and let paint diffuse into that.

• Stage 9. Add more white. Do a smaller thinner line in the recesses.

• Stage 10. Allow to dry thoroughly. Place the piece in the position it sits on you then take your paint water and add a little black. Soak the 
whole thing -- I mean dripping -- literally.  You want runs and pooling. If it's too dark, spray it with clean water.

https://www.facebook.com/vallejocolors/?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARCSbKj9RgCjhXZ9eTJzywQ-jywMYkKxSF3Lz73jDn9DGt_idUf91gBqlwzs5QyHKiZCViOGzgmb6NdX&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAEYtbxKfaQkwvn6c_DzA0FaABWo989pj2Wlk9jgRw4-I3btaqsuMKQQyN9NcIN7R5qXwPT9PryW4C7y-LtAU4RermpqFGOTvcNnh5cJe2jwVAneYcfMIWXIp7j88Zs7ty4DBjinySmAU7pKX9d7Bw1Z-6W2LHxSr1o67--TBSAAZlQolXKf_mOUOurDWIQJiqdBZWyDuoMt4iLI3MfBMw-e_5TAK1vLCqAzItQ3KFVZ3HYMVvnc4ZpdVj8ezQKf82OGThlENIbpufquvkt1xaNBYE1N_fafDG0gXupE_9UE3XDujq_4ykRwnEcPIexTb7gQuJpa32mMfjv_wenz-rRLg


PAINTING



PAINTING
You may notice that the highlight on the head is slightly 
different. The highlights are more pronounced and paler, 
and has more weathering. This represents the Orks
ACTUAL head instead of a piece of armor that he wears. 
(Note the greenskin!)



PAINTING



PAINTING



PAINTING



LED LIGHTING
• 420 LED lights were programmed and integrated into the Big 

Mek with the help of high school robotics teacher, Ian Lozano. 
Lozano oversaw the coding while Fred wired the system.  
(Coding documents are included in the appendix.)

• Transparent plastic bowls were used with high density foam to 
create the lights. 



GRETCHIN FOAMWORK AND PAINT

To create the illusion of an Ork
Gretchin without requiring 

green bodypaint, we opted to 
create the Ork signature ears 
from foam and incorporate it 

into a welding helmet with red 
LEDs to represent the 

Gretchin’s eyes. Oversized foam 
shoes were built to create an 
illusion of the Gretchin stance 

and gait.



SEWING

Apron is a custom pattern and is made from 
two types of pleather and lined with 

broadcloth.  Pockets are fully functional with 
finished edges, though specifically constructed 

in a rough manner as would befit an Ork.

Gretchin pants are made of a poly-
linen blend from a custom pattern. 

Patches were added and 
handstitched in place with 

embroidery floss.

Gretchin tunic is made from a rayon blend 
fabric with a gathered neck, sleeves, and 

finished hem. The goal was to create a high 
quality garment that was likely stolen from 

an slain enemy. Patches were added and 
handstitched in place with embroidery 

floss.



WEATHERING
• Significant detail went into weathering the Gretchin’s clothing. 
• Garments were roughed with sandpaper and ripped where wear would 

naturally occur.  

• Textiles were soaked in warm water and then Vallejo primers and dry 
pigments were applied to mimic oil stains, hydraulic fuel stains, dirt, and 
blood.

• After the garments were dried, additional detail was airbrushed into 
seams and hems to show age.

• The Bad Moons signature flames 
were painted onto the yellow 
scarf, and onto his bag.

• Yellow exterior paint was used 
to create rough Ork symbols on 
the Gretchin apron to show his 
solidarity with his Boss. Paint 
spatters were added to show 
that Gubbinz would be 
responsible for upkeep to his 
Mek’s armor.



BY THE NUMBERS
• Hours to build Big Mek: ~100
• Hours to paint Big Mek: ~200
• Hours sewing:  15
• Hours weathering: 15
• Yards of fabric:  20
• Individual foam rivets: ~500
• Feet of PVC pipe: 120
• Square feet of EVA foam: 200 sf of Harbor Freight foam, 30 sf of high density foam, 18 ft of 

foam dowels
• Bottles of paint used:  1 gallon Behr exterior paint, 4 cans of PlastiDip, 12 bottles of 

Vallejo primer, 6 large bottles of Vallejo metallic paint
• LED lights: 420
• Total number of separate pieces Big Mek: 13
• Total number of separate pieces Gretchin:   20
• Total number of hours spent thinking about how the heck to make this:   THOUSANDS!



UPGRADES



UPGRADE: SMASHA GUN



UPGRADE: BOSS POLES

Once the Trakka Cannons were converted to the Smasha Gun, it 
needed additional detail. Boss poles were added to each side of the gun 
and feature Ork trophies – a Tyranid head, an Ultramarine head, and a 
Tyranid skeletal hand. The Ultramarine head is made from high density 
EVA foam and includes a jewel cast by hand in liquid plastic from 
Smooth-On. The Tyranid head was carved free-hand from insulation 
foam, details added using EVA foam, and skinned with foam clay. All
painting was done using AcrylicosVallejo paints.



UPGRADE: TYRANID TROPHY



UPGRADE: ULTRAMARINE TROPHY



UPGRADE: GRETCHIN ARMOR



UPGRADE: SOUND EFFECTS

Bluetooth speakers have been added to both the Big Mek and the Gretchin Oiler and are controlled by mobile-device apps created using an 
MIT open-source program. The app was developed by Ian Lozano, a Jacksonville-based robotics teacher, who also wrote the code for all the 
lighting rigs. The sound effects were sourced from Pound 5.  

Elle controls the sound effects for the Smasha Gun firing using her mobile phone, which is built into her armor. Fred controls the sound 
effects for the Ork’s steps using his mobile device installed within the Ork’s head that is connected to a battery-operated Amazon Echo 
speaker located in the gun’s base (above).



UPGRADE: IMPROVED LIGHTING
With the conversion to the Smasha Gun came changes to the 
lighting code. For the coils on Gubbinz, we copied the original 
code and removed any commands not related to those light strips. 
We started from scratch for the Smasha Gun. For the "power up" 
sequence, we utilized the coil code as the base and tinkered with 
the timing to match the sound pulse. The firing sequence was 
similar, but is manually triggered.The manual trigger runs a preset 
cycle with increasing RGB settings that max at white for the last 
few. Once the sequence completes, the main "powered up" 
sequence automatically starts again. The programming code is 
included in this package.



W W W. F R E DA N D E L L E D E S I G N S . C O M
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